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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

RELATING TO CEA SURVEILLANCE

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

ST. LUCIE PLANT UNIT I

1.0 INTRODUCTION

DOCKET NO. 50-335

On June 7, 1990, during pre-startup cold functional testing at Maine Yankee,
the operators discovered that one control element assembly (CEA) was stuck
while being inserted. Subsequent inspections revealed that three CEAs had
missing center finger end caps and one CEA had a circumferential crack in the
center finger end cap weld area. These CEAs are of an old Combustion Engi-
neering (CE) design that has B C pellets in the center finger extending all the
way to the tip. The current Ck CEA design has Ag-In-Cd in the tip reaion and
B C along most of the length for the center finger. The consequences of the
otd CEA center finger failure are (1) loss of B C absorber material, and (2)
CEAs stuck due to 8 C pellets falling to the bottom of guide tubes. The staff
is concerned that t(e CEA failure could seriously affect the plant operation of
those CE reactors equipped with the old design. In a letter dated July 6,
1990, the staff askeC the licensee, Florida Power and Light Company, to provide
additional irformation about the old CEA status for St. Lucie Unit 1. Unit 2
does not have the old CEA design. In letters dated July 17, August 16,
September 10, and September 13, 1990, the licensee responded to the staff
request by documenting the inspection results and proposing an action plan.

St. Lucie Unit 1 currently has 73 CEAs, of which 20 CEAs are of the old design
type. The licensee intends to replace 17 high-exposure CFAs of these 20 CEAs
with the new design during the next refueling. The remaining 3 CEAs will
be kept for the following cycle because of their present low exposure. The
licensee inspected the old CEAs discharged to the spent fuel pool using eddy
current testing. The results showed that of the 50 CEAs inspected, 4 had small
axial cracks and I a large axial crack. No missing B C pellets and no end cap
welding area cracks were observed. The licensee presented the manufacturing
data and performed a transient and accident Safety Evaluation for the failed
CEAs. The licensee also proposed an action plan for the current existing 20
CEAs of old design during the remainder of Cycle 10 operation. Our evaluation
follows.

2.0 EVALUATION

The licensee proposed that (1) a full insertion/withdrawal exercise of the
17 high exposure CEAs will be performed after each cold shutdown and reactortrip, (2) an on-line testing will be performed on a quarterly basis to verify

'hestructural integrity of the 17 high-exposure CEAs, and (3) if there is anyindication of a stuck CEA, the unit will be shut down and the CEA will be
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inspected or replaced. The licensee also committed to replace the 17 high-
exposure CEAs with new CEAs of current design during Cycle 10 refueling
outage.

We have reviewed the licensee response to the staff request of additional
information. We consider the licensee response adequate. As for the CEA
surveillance plan, we agree with the licensee proposal although we believe that
the three low-exposure CEAs of old design should also be included in the
overall action plan. This is because some of the CEAs of the old design thatfailed at other plants had relatively low exposures.

The licensee analyzed three limiting transients that could be most affected by
a degradation in shutdown worth due to failed CEAs using the RETRAN and VIPRE

'omputercodes. The licensee assumed that three CEAs were unavailable for
scram due to failed CEAs. The three transients are (I) loss of condenser
vacuum, (2) loss of flow, and (3) main steamline break. The results showed
that the consequences of these three transients were bounded by the acceptancecriteria for each transient. We have reviewed the licensee's analyses and
agree that the results are acceptable based on the conservative assumption of
three failed CEAs.

3.0 CONCLUSION

We have reviewed the licensee response to the staff request of additional
information concerning CEA failures. We conclude that the licensee responseis acceptable and we further agree with the licensee-proposed CEA surveillance
plan for those CEAs of old design. The licensee commitment to replace 17 high
exposure CEAs during the next refueling outage will reduce the possibilityof stuck CEA problems associated with this type of old design. The staff
requests that the surveillance program be implemented immediately and be
maintained for the remainder of Cycle 10. The staff expects the licensee to
continue monitoring the CEA performance and evaluation of the failure mechanismfor old design CEAs. The NRC staff should be informed promptly if new evidence
warrants reconsideration of the current plan for continued operation with old
design CEAs. Likewise, any new conclusions derived from the staff's continuing
review of experience at other plants could impact our conclusions for St.
Lucie.

Dated: October 17, 1990
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